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Statement of [c-i-c start] xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx [c-i-c end] 

On 28 November 2011, I [c-i-c start] xxxxxxxxxx [c-i-c end], make the following statements: 

1 I provide this statement on behalf of AAPT Limited (AAPT) as part of the Australian 

Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) inquiry into varying the exemption 

provisions in the final access determinations for the Wholesale Line Rental (WLR), 

Local Carriage Service (LCS) and Public Switched Telephone Network Originating 

Access service (Inquiry). 

2 The purpose of this statement is to respond to a witness statement made by an 

undisclosed employee of Telstra (Telstra Witness Statement) which assesses the 

technical equivalence of VoIP and traditional fixed line PSTN services generally 

referred to in this statement as the plain old telephone service (POTS).   

3 The Telstra Witness Statement was provided by Telstra to the ACCC as Attachment J 

to Telstra’s submission made on or around 14 October 2011. A non-confidential 

version of the Telstra Witness Statement is available on the ACCC website at 

www.accc.gov.au. 

Confidentiality 

4 Certain information contained in this statement is confidential to AAPT and has been 

provided for the purpose of the Inquiry only. The relevant information has been 

appropriately identified as “[c-i-c]” and shaded yellow within this statement and must 

be treated as confidential.  

Background 

5 I am the [c-i-c start] xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx [c-i-c end] at 

AAPT and have been employed by AAPT for [c-i-c start] xxxxxx [c-i-c end]. I have 

been the [c-i-c start] xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx [c-i-c end]. I also previously managed the [c-i-c start] 

xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx [c-i-c end] department at AAPT where I was responsible for all 

the technology streams including Time Division Multiplexing and VoIP voice 

technologies. 

6 In my role as [c-i-c start] xxxxxxxxxx xx [c-i-c end] I am responsible for all of AAPT’s 

carrier technology including all aspects of engineering, operations and customer 

service at AAPT.     

http://www.accc.gov.au/
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7 I have been provided with a non-confidential copy of the Telstra Witness Statement.  A 

copy of the non-confidential Telstra Witness Statement is provided at Attachment A to 

this statement. 

8 Unless otherwise indicated, the meaning of any technical terms used in this statement 

has the same meaning as used in the Telstra Witness Statement. 

VoIP is not substitutable for POTS 

9 I do not agree with the overall conclusion encapsulated at paragraph 18 of the Telstra 

Witness Statement: 

“Insofar as it relates to voice, from the customer’s perspective, Carrier Grade VoIP 

provides a service that is substitutable for POTS in respect of service quality, features 

and emergency calls…” 

10 Based on my professional experience, it is my view that Carrier Grade VoIP cannot at 

this time be considered to be substitutable for POTS due to the operational limitations 

of the ULLS in respect of service restoration, features and other technical aspects, 

from the customer’s perspective or otherwise.  In addition, I also consider that Carrier 

Grade VoIP cannot be considered an economic substitute for a single line POTS 

service. 

11 I set out below my views in relation to the technical differences between a POTS and 

VoIP service to support the conclusion that Carrier Grade VoIP cannot be considered 

a substitute for a POTS service which serves as a customer’s primary telephone line. 

Service quality  

12 At paragraph 16 of the Telstra Witness Statement, “Carrier Grade VoIP” is defined to 

be the category of VoIP “where all aspects of the communication, end to end, are 

managed by the carriage service provider who supplies the service”.  For a carrier 

other than Telstra, the ability to manage “all aspects of the communication” on an “end 

to end” basis to ensure service quality will depend in large part on the service quality 

provided by Telstra in relation to the supply of the unconditioned local loop service 

(ULLS). 

13 For example, there are a number of characteristics of VoIP provided via the 

unconditioned local loop (ULL) and certain ULLS processes imposed by Telstra which 

may limit AAPT’s ability to provide a Carrier Grade VoIP service which is substitutable for 

a POTS.  These include: 
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a) Service provisioning and fault restoration - While service level assurances for 

provisioning and restoring a POTS and a standard ULLS are similar, the time 

taken for AAPT to provide or restore a VoIP service itself will invariably take 

longer than providing or restoring a POTS. 

(i) This is because VoIP provided via the ULL can only be provided by 

leveraging voice over broadband.  Voice interference faults for VoIP are 

not included in Telstra’s ULL service level agreement.  Instead, Telstra is 

only subject to a 'best endeavours' obligations to restore service quality. 

Ultimately, this means that service levels for VoIP are less deterministic 

and are subject to more variation in service quality and service restoration 

times than a POTS. 

(ii) Putting aside the delay AAPT may face in gaining access to Telstra’s 

facilities to install a DSLAM, access to the ULL is only one part of AAPT’s 

VoIP provisioning or fault restoration processes.  For example, for AAPT to 

provision VoIP, AAPT not only requires supply of the ULLS from Telstra, 

AAPT must also conduct further works such as equipment isolation and 

testing in order to provide the end to end VoIP service or to restore a VoIP 

service. This could result in doubling of the time taken for an access seeker 

to provide an active VoIP service to a customer or to restore a faulty VoIP 

service compared to the supply or restoration of a POTS.   

(iii) In addition, Telstra often has processes which can delay AAPT’s fault 

restoration of VoIP.  For example, where a faulty port is discovered 

immediately following jumpering for ULL access or an existing port 

becomes faulty, Telstra does not record this as a fault event.  Instead 

Telstra requires AAPT to enter in a new ULL provisioning order before 

Telstra will move the jumpered wires to a working port. This will invariably 

mean delay in providing the VoIP service to the customer or in rectification 

of the faulty service. 

b) Number porting - When a customer churns to AAPT and the customer wants to 

keep the same number, it is a complex business process that is difficult to co-

ordinate with Telstra and will generally take anytime between 5 days and one 

month to complete the port to a VoIP service whereas for a POTS, churning will 

occur within 3 days because number porting will not be required since the 

customer’s number remains on Telstra’s network and there is no impact to the 

customer’s voice service.   

c) Ubiquity – Telstra is the only provider with a ubiquitous network, which is 

attractive to those customers who have a national presence.  As there are 
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currently no alternative wholesalers of a standalone voice only service, AAPT 

can only service a customer with various offices throughout Australia by relying 

on supply by Telstra in exchange service areas where AAPT has no 

infrastructure.  Even where AAPT has a DSLAM installed, ULLS (and therefore 

VoIP) can only be supplied if there is an unconditioned wire line between an 

exchange and an end-user’s premises.  Where a large pair gain system has 

been installed, the wire line is considered to be “conditioned” and ULLS (and 

therefore VoIP) cannot be supplied. In addition, the further out a customer is 

from an exchange, the less bandwidth there is available for AAPT to provision 

VoIP over broadband via the ULL. 

14 As set out at paragraph 25 of the Telstra Witness Statement, service quality when 

deploying VoIP may be affected in respect of dial-up customer equipment such as fax, 

modem, EFTPOS and security alarms.  While there may be a number of techniques 

which can be employed to allow such equipment to function on a VoIP network, the 

need to implement a “work-around” would not be positively received by a customer 

who requires a simple solution to provide, for instance, EFTPOS in all their retail 

outlets. 

15 Each of the technical differences between the POTS and VoIP (provided over ULL) 

described at paragraphs 13 to 14 above can, on their own, manifest into serious 

service quality issues which can substantially affect the customer’s perception 

regarding the substitutability of the two services.  Where those differences occur 

together, the divergence in service quality is further compounded.  In such 

circumstances, it would be difficult for anyone to conclude that POTS and VoIP 

services are technically equivalent. 

Features  

16 In addition to the PSTN features described in the Telstra Witness Statement such as a 

different sounding dial tone, there are other features which are not provided by VoIP 

which the customer may value above any additional features that could be provided by 

VoIP, such as the Telstra directory service “Call-connect 1234”.  

Reliability and power 

17 VoIP services rely on mains power, while a traditional voice service is powered via the 

phone line. As such, an end-user relying upon a VoIP service as their primary 

telephone line would not be able to make phone calls during a power failure. In the 

case of an emergency, this could be life threatening.  While this may be the same case 

for a cordless phone, this does not remove the inherent power limitation of VoIP.  
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Although many customers do install cordless phones, they will also often retain the use 

of a phone which is powered via the phone line.  For those customers that specifically 

forgo a phone-line powered voice service, they will often require the service provider to 

install power backup which would add another layer of cost and complexity in the 

provisioning, supply and maintenance of a VoIP solution when compared to traditional 

POTS. 

Overall costs and usage costs 

18 VoIP services may not be charged in the same way as a POTS service is charged and 

this may be an important consideration for some customers.  While VoIP calls can 

have a lower per call rate than a POTS service, there could be higher installation and 

set-up costs, including the cost of any extra equipment that may be required.  In 

addition, a VoIP service may also count towards a customer’s internet download 

quota, which may require extra usage management by the customer to ensure they do 

not exceed their data limit.  

19 [c-i-c start] xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxx   

xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx     

xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx  

xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxx [c-i-c end] 

NBN Roll out 

20 While it is acknowledged that in the future, voice services will be delivered via VoIP on 

the NBN, this will not be a complete reality until the NBN roll out is completed, which is 

predicted to take at least ten years.  By that time, all retail service providers will be 

accessing the same infrastructure from a wholesale-only provider within a non-

discriminative and level-playing field environment.   

21 Moreover, VoIP provided over the NBN, which is a fibre network, is not the same as 

VoIP provided over Telstra’s existing copper network.  VoIP provided over the NBN is 

unlikely to suffer the same limitations of VoIP provided over copper which can often be 

constrained by distance (length of the copper wire), poor copper quality and large pair 
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gain systems. Accordingly, VoIP provided over the NBN is more likely to be a technical 

substitute for a POTS. 

Conclusion 

22 Given the many Telstra imposed operational challenges and the technical differences 

that I have set out above between VoIP provided via the ULL and a traditional POTS, 

which can adversely affect the service quality of a voice service delivered as VoIP over 

copper, it is my view that, currently, VoIP delivered over the ULL is not sufficiently 

equivalent or comparable to the POTS to be considered an effective substitute.  

 

Dated:     28th November 2011 

 

[c-i-c start]   xxxxxxxxxx    [c-i-c end] 

    [c-i-c start] xxxxxxxxxx [c-i-c end]  



STATEMENT OF [C-I-COMMENCES] INIiI [C-I-C ENDS] 

On 23 September 2011, I, [c-i-commences]1lIIII [c-i-c ends] state as follows: 

I provide this statement on behalf of Telstra Corporation Limited ("Telstra") 

strictly for the purpose of the Australian Competition & Consumer Commission's 

inquiry into varying the exemption provisions in the final access determinations for 

the wholesale line rental service, local carriage service and the public switched 

telephone network originating access service. 

A. Confidentiality 

2 The information in this statement is confidential to Telstra. I have prepared this 

statement on the basis that the information in it will be treated as confidential. 

B. Background 

3 I am the [c-i-c comments]1lIII [c-i-c ends] at Telstra Corporation Limited 

("Telstra"). I have been the [c-i-c commences] l1li [c-i-c ends] of Telstra since 

July 2000. I also previously managed the [c-i-c commences]1lIII [c-i-c ends] 

from August 1996 to their closure in December 2005 . 

4 In my role as [c-i-c commences] l1li [c-i-c ends] I am responsible for 

investigating future technologies which will impact on Telstra's business. I am also 

exposed to and have familiarity with the technologies that Telstra requires to run its 

current and future businesses. 

5 [c-i-c commences 10lIl. [c-i-c ends I 

6 Further information on my employment history, academic expertise, memberships, 

appointments, conferences, research accomplishments and publications are set out 

in my Curriculum Vitae which forms Attachment A to this Statement. 

7 As a result of the above postings and expertise, I am familiar with most new 

technologies and developments which are available or becoming available in the 

communications industry. 

8 I have been asked to comment on the equivalence of Voice over Internet Protocol 

("VoIP") and the traditional voice services provided over the Public Switched 
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Telephone Network ("PSTN") and in particular, voice services provided by access 

seekers using unconditioned local loop services ("ULLS") and Digital Subscriber 

Line Multiplex ("DSLAM") equipment. 

C. Provision of voice services 

9 There are a number of ways to provide voice services using ULLS and DSLAM 

equipment (the function ofa DSLAM is discussed in paragraph 12 below). These 

are, in broad terms: 

(a) POTS (or "plain old telephone service") which provides voice services 

using standard switching technology over the PSTN (though I note that 

POTS can also be provided without the aid of a DSLAM or MSAN by 

transmitting signals through the copper network to a POTS exchange); 

(b) POTS emulation, involving POTS being carried as analogue voice from the 

customer to the DSLAM where it is converted into VoIP with VoIP then 

being carried to the core network; and 

(c) VoIP, involving VoIP being carried from the customer to the DSLAM and 

then into the core network. VoIP services include over-the-top (or best 

efforts) VoIP and Carrier-Grade VoIP: see section D of this statement for 

further details. 

10 I have been provided with a copy ofa statement previously provided by [c-i-c 

commences] l1li [c-i-c ends] dated [c-i-c commences] l1li. [c-i-c ends] is 

Telstra's Principal Domain Expert - Access Wholesale and Regulatory. A copy of 

(c-i-c commences] IlIIII [c-i-c ends] statement is at Attachment B. 

11 [c-i-c commences] IlIIII [c-i-c ends] statement provides a useful summary of the 

above modes of provision of voice services at paragraphs [61] to [72]. I consider 

[c-i-c commences] IlIIII [c-i-c ends] summary to be accurate. I set out some 

additional observations, clarifications and updates below. 

12 At paragraphs [27] to [28] and [52] to [59], [c-i-c commences)llIIII [c-i-c ends) 

provides a summary of the function of the DSLAM. A DSLAM is a piece of 

equipment which is responsible for mulitplexing, which is a process where 

broadband customer data is combined with analogue voice service over the same 

copper wires between the customer and the exchange. DSLAM's are also used to 
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provide broadband data over the copper lines to the customer, even if there is no 

voice service (so called "naked DSL"). Strictly speaking, a DSLAM only supports 

Digital Subscriber Line Technology ("DSL"), the most common example of which 

is Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line ("ADSL"). 

13 A Multi-Service Access Node ("MSAN") is a variation of the DSLAM technology. 

An MSAN typically supports an additional function such as a voice card for 

analogue (low frequency) voice tennination. It is important to note that although an 

MSAN can be used to provide carrier grade VoIP, it is not necessary. For example, 

carrier grade VoIP may be provided over a broadband access (which traverses 

DSLAM equipment) by placing the voice termination function at the customer's 

premises. 

14 By reference to the three methods of providing voice referred to in paragraph 9 

above, the DSLAM/MSAN is able to provide voice services with the aid of the 

following equipment: 

(a) for POTS, through the use ofa splitter and a PSTN (see paragraphs [61] to 

[64] of [c-i-c commences] II1II [c-i-c ends] statement); 

(b) for POTS emulation, through the use of a splitter (or more specifically a 

voice card), a Softswitch and a PSTN gateway (see paragraphs [65] to [69] 

of[c-i-c commences] I11III [c-i-c ends] statement); 

(c) for VoIP, through an analogue telephone adaptor ("AT A") or VOIP phone, 

a Softswitch and a PSTN gateway (see paragraphs (70] to [72] of [c-i-c 

commences] II1II [c-i-c ends] statement). 

15 IfVoIP is carried directly from the customer (via a ULLS) to an internet service 

provider's Softswitch (as illustrated in the diagram on page 21 of[c-i-c 

commences] l11li [c-i-c ends] statement), then either an MSAN or DSLAM can 

be used for that purpose. 

D. VoIP 

16 VoIP can essentially be broken down into two categories of service: 

(a) 'Carrier Grade VoIP' where all aspects of the communication, end to end, 

are managed by the carriage service provider who supplies the service; and 
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(b) 'Other VoIP' where the voice service is provided with no management, 

control or intervention by the carrier (eg. Skype or Engin). 

17 For the purposes of this statement, my focus is upon 'Carrier Grade VoIP'. An 

example of Carrier Grade VoIP is [c-i-c commences] tIIII [c-i-c ends], which is 

discussed in paragraph 23 below. 

18 Insofar as it relates to voice, from the customer's perspective, Carrier Grade VoIP 

provides a service that is substitutable for POTS in respect of service quality, 

features and emergency calls. Each of these matters are discussed below. The key 

distinction between VoIP and POTS is in respect of the need for power, which is 

also addressed below. 

Service quality of VoIP 

19 There are a number of factors that determine perceived voice quality in a telephone 

network - these include total end to end delay, sound distortion caused by 

conversion of the human voice to digital format (encoding), echo, signal 

impairments, loudness and design factors relating to the phone itself. 

20 By appropriate selection of network and voice service design parameters, a Carrier 

Grade VoIP provider can, from the customer's perspective, achieve a similar voice 

quality experience to that of the PSTN today in terms of delay, distortion, echo and 

loudness. 

21 In this regard, I attach at Attachment C a copy of Industry Guideline G634:2007 

Quality of Service parameters for Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) services 

("the Guideline") published by the Communications Alliance Ltd ("CAL"). These 

guidelines outline the relationship between these voice and IP network design 

parameters and the voice quality likely to be experienced by the end users. The 

CAL is the primary telecommunications industry body which, amongst other things, 

provides technical specifications and guidelines on the provision of 

telecommunications services in Australia. 

22 Using VoIP technology, the voice signal is captured in data information "packets" 

which are then transmitted over an IP data network. For Carrier Grade VoIP 

services, the underlying IP network is designed and managed by the carrier in such 

a way that IP voice packets are given priority over other data packets. This is 
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important as it ensures voice packets continue to be transmitted when the network is 

busy or congested. Further, the underlying network capacity must be designed to 

ensure that sufficient bandwidth will always exist for the expected number of calls 

within the carrier's network. These techniques are referred to in paragraph [72] of 

[c-i-c commences] IlIIII [c-i-c ends] statement. [c-i-c commences] II1II. 

23 l11li. [c-i-c ends] 

24 Voice quality, as perceived by end users of a telephony system, is typically 

measured using a 1 to 5 scale known as the "Mean Opinion Score" ("MOS"). MOS 

represents an end user's sUbjective rating of the audio quality within a voice 

communication. Within a VoIP network, the user perceived MOS can be predicted 

or estimated through measurement of a number of critical network parameters, 

namely, packet loss, packet delay and jitter (or variation in delay). The MOS score 

is then predicted by incorporating these values with known values for other network 

parameters (such as the digital voice encoding used) into an industry model called 

the E-model. [c-i-c commences]1lIIII [c-i-c ends]. 

25 One area where service quality may be affected when deploying VoIP is in respect 

of dial-up customer equipment such as, fax, modem, EFTPOS or security alarms, 

all of which use data over a voice channel. These technologies, which were 

originally designed to work with PSTN technology, must be managed carefully due 

to the different nature ofVolP communication channels (for example, variable 

network delays, the potential for packet loss and different forms of digital 

encoding). It should also be noted that while interim support for these devices will 

be needed, in the longer term it is anticipated that customers will migrate to IP 

broadband based data terminals (eg. IP based eftpos or home alarm equipment). 

26 In the meantime, there are a number of techniques available for the support of 

existing fax, EFTPOS and alarm services to enable them to function on VoIP. In 

short, this involves configuring settings in the AT A and the PSTN gateway so that 

fax, EFTPOS and/or alarm can function on the VoIP network. 

Emergency services on VolP 

27 Emergency services (eg 000 calls) are reachable by a VolP system. Critically, the 

emergency services provider can see the location of the caller, provided the VolP 

service provider has met its industry obligations to provide all necessary 
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information to the Integrated Public Number Database ("IPND"). The IPND is an 

industry-wide database containing all listed and unlisted public telephone numbers 

and associated information. It is a critical source of information for emergency and 

law enforcement purposes. In this regard, attached to this statement at Attachment 

D is a copy of a paper published by CAL entitled Access to emergency services for 

users of VoIP and Internet Telephony which sets out a service provider's 

obligations in this respect. 

28 It should be noted that, for emergency calling, a limitation that can apply is that a 

VoIP device could be moved to a different location on the same IP network, 

potentially rendering address information inaccurate. This risk is minimised in two 

ways today. First, Australian VoIP service providers are obligated to signal to the 

emergency organisation that a call is originating from a VoIP device - enabling 

appropriate measures to be taken to validate the correct address when the call is 

answered (as with emergency calls from mobile phones). Secondly, Carrier Grade 

VoIP providers can restrict support of their VoIP service to phones connected only 

over their access networks with the result that a VoIP phone moved elsewhere, such 

as to a general Internet socket, will not receive service. 

Features of VoIP 

29 Insofar as voice is concerned, the core features/characteristics of typical PSTN 

services are available on VoIP, but may be accessed in slightly different ways. 

Similar to a PSTN phone, VoIP has the following core characteristics: 

(a) ability to dial a telephone number and be connected to that number; and 

(b) ability to be alerted to an incoming call through a ring tone. 

30 The differences in core characteristics are relatively minor and do not affect the 

service quality from the customer's perspective. One example is in respect of dial 

tone. The dial tone for VoIP may sound different to that on the PSTN. This is 

because the dial tone for PSTN is an audio signal from the network whereas for 

VoIP it is generated by the device itself or by the AT A. Another example is in 

respect of call forwarding services on VoIP where the star code used to activate this 

service may be different from PSTN (depending upon the design and configuration 

of the softswitch used by the VoIP provider). 
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31 VoIP Softswitch technology typically supports additional features that are not 

available on the PSTN service today. Examples of these include: 

Power 

(a) Do Not Disturb function; 

(b) Call Screening or Selective Call Rejection (eg. based on calling line 

identity, time of day, day of week); 

(c) High Definition Voice - providing significantly higher audio quality than 

available on today's POTS services; 

(d) IP Video phones, video calls and video conferencing; or 

(e) Multiple lines or numbers over a single broadband access ([c-i-c 

commences] l1li [c-i-c ends]). 

32 A traditional wired POTS phone is provided with continuous power from a local 

exchange. In the case of a voice service provided by POTS emulation, with 

analogue voice delivered from the MSAN to the customer's premises, continuous 

power is supplied through the customer equipment. 

33 VoIP based end user devices must be powered via either mains power or battery 

backup. Battery backup (kits for which are readily available on an off-the-shelf 

basis), is seldom provided due to a number of potential issues (including, amongst 

other things, the cost and inconvenience of battery back up). Customers who use 

cordless phones with the PSTN service are also faced with the same issue, namely 

that their voice service is dependent upon the availability of power, unless they also 

use a wired phone. To my knowledge, a vast number of consumers use cordless 

phones. 

E. National Broadband Network (NBN) development 

34 The NBN is an Australian Government initiative to deliver a high speed broadband 

access network that can be accessed by all Australians. To achieve this, 93% of 

premises will be connected via optical fibre, while the remaining 7% will be 

connected via fixed wireless and satellite technologies. The NBN Co, a government 

owned organisation, will build, own and operate the network. 
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35 The NBN has, to date, been in an initial trial phase with a progressive roll out 

planned over a 10 year period. Early launch sites have recently been announced 

with full roll out expected by late 2012. 

36 [c-i-c commences] IlIIII [c-i-c ends]. 

37 The NBN network will be implemented using packet based technology, known as 

Layer 2 Ethernet aggregation, for switching and transmission. The network will 

support managed Quality of Service levels for voice or data services as discussed in 

paragraph 43 below. Retail or wholesale service providers wishing to offer voice or 

data services will interconnect to the NBN at a Point of Interconnect ("POI") 

provided by NBN Co. 

38 Equipment known as an Optical Network Terminal ("ONT") will terminate the 

optical fibre used in the NBN access network within the customer premises. The 

ONT will also provide physical interfaces (or ports) for the connection of home 

telephone wiring and customer equipment to the NBN. 

39 Two physical interface types will be offered on the ONT; (i) "UNI-V" or ATA ports 

for the connection of legacy "POTS" handsets and (ii) UNI-D Ethernet ports for 

connection of data equipment such as Internet routers or personal computers or 

VoIP phones. 

40 Voice Services delivered over the NBN fibre access can be delivered in two ways. 

First, as described, existing POTS handsets can be connected directly to the NBN 

AT A port. VoIP technology will be used to connect the AT A to the service 

provider's softswitch as shown in the Design Diagram below. Secondly, a VOIP 

phone or third party AT A can be connected to the service provider's softswitch via 

the Ethernet data port. 

UBJI,tn". 
l3,",un"' .. I\I 

NBH Point or 
int~eonn"t (POI) 

Le.;Joey PST" 
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Design Diagram 

41 Given that voice services will be delivered via VoIP on the NBN, it appears that the 

Government considers that VoIP services provide a substitute for existing POTS 

servIces. 

42 The NBN will offer a battery backup capability for the voice (UNI-V) port on the 

ONT. Thus, in the event a power outage, SOV DV power will be supplied for use by 

a legacy POTS phone, enabling the service to continue operation for the life of the 

battery. It should be noted, however, that in such an event, mains powered 

telephones such as cordless phones will not continue to operate, as they will not on 

today's PSTN, unless connected to a separate battery backup provided by the 

customer. 

43 In order to support voice quality, the voice services on the NBN will make lise of 

Quality of Service techniques implemented on the underlying network. Services 

that use the NBN ATA (UNI-V) port will use a high priority traffic class suited to 

voice. Characteristics of this class of service include low packet delay, low packet 

loss and a committed bandwidth. For service providers wishing to support VOIP 

phones or devices on the data (UNI-D) port, this high priority traffic class will also 

be available. These techniques are also referred to in paragraph [72] of [c-i-c 

commencesJ !rill [c-i-c endsJ Witness Statement. 

F. Conclusion 

44 In summary I make the following observations and conclusions: 

(a) Carrier grade voice services can be provided lIsing today's voice and IP 

network technology and can be delivered using either DSLAM or MSAN 

equipment. 

(b) Through appropriate design and configuration, carrier grade VoIP networks 

can provide a voice quality comparable to today's POTS services. 

( c) VoIP technology can provide enhanced service feahrres not available on 

POTS today. 

(d) An industry-wide agreed solution is in place today for calling emergency 

services on VoIP. 
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(e) The voice technology to be 1I ed in the NBN is exclu ively VolP. 

(I:) I f req uired, the al temalive so lution to POTS 'Life line' (being the 

continuou power provided for PSTN phones from a local exchange) for 

VOIP is battery backup (this will be the case for NBN serv ices) . Th is same 

issue ocems for POTS customers lIsing cordle s phones today. 

(g) r c-i-c commences I !IIIII. 

DATED: 11IBI ................. ............ .............. ..... . 

IlIIII [c-i-c ends I 
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